
Scholarship Victimized by Poor Technology 

by 
William F. Hodapp 

Rev. of Chaucer, by John V. Fleming. Insight Media. 1993. JJ min. 

VHS video-cassette. $129.00. 

As a teacher of a correspondence course on Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. 

I am continually looking for audio-visual materials that might prove helpful to 

students, so I was eager to examine the new introductory video on Chaucer for 

high school and college students by John Fleming of Princeton University, one 

of America's leading medievalists. The video, however, was disappointing. 

While the content of the narration evinces solid scholarly work, the directorial 

presentation is tedious. 

After a brief biographical sketch of the poet, Fleming organizes his 

narration around Chaucer's language and the literary-historical contexts of his 

poetry, refusing to get bogged down in the intricacies of Middle English. 

Fleming illustrates the language throughout the video with readings from Troilus 

and Criseyde and The Canterbury Tales. As he begins to discuss the Troilus in 

detail, he shifts from language to literary matters by presenting a general over

view of the poet's use of Latin, French, and Italian literary traditions. He then 

turns his attention to the Tales and the notion of pilgrimage, including a mod

em-day point of reference, footage of a pilgrimage in Mexico. Fleming success

fully interweaves his discussions of language, texts, and contexts. 

If Fleming would have been satisfied with an audio-cassette, perhaps he 

would have produced a more useful pedagogical tool. As a video presentation, 

however, Chaucer fails in significant ways. Many of the video images are 

problematic; we see illuminations from medieval manuscripts with no explana

tion of their context. This issue becomes a major problem because modem 

images are interspersed among medieval ones. Both kinds of images could have 

been easily explained through captions, if not in the narration. The sound 

quality is inconsistent. More important, Fleming's obvious discomfort in front of 
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the camera is so distracting that his message will be lost on an audience raised in 

the TV/video age. Fleming rarely looks directly at the camera; instead, he looks 

eith~r down, as though reading a prepared text, or off to his right, as though 

reading cue cards. Similarly, most of the time he is on camera, Fleming remains 

behind a desk, which distances him from his audience. In the few instances we 

see Fleming away from the desk, we hear his narrative voice but observe him 

reading or walking, a technique that creates disjunction between the narration 

and the video image. Fleming's undoubted enthusiasm for Chaucer does not 
shine through. 

I would not use the video in the college-level Chaucer or medieval 

survey courses I have taught, and I question its effectiveness for advanced high 

school English courses. Though I respect Fleming's seminal work on~ 

Romance of the Rose and Franciscan literature and his provocative study of the 

Troilus. this video demonstrates inadequate technological presentation. Its 

excellent content has fallen victim to unexpert technology, and it cannot hold 

the attention of secondary and undergraduate viewers. 
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